Project Kajsiab Laos 2013-2014 - Kajsiab Creations
A- Building of Women’s Workplace

B- Launching activities Women’s Workplace Phase 1

C- Building Toilets for Women’s Workplace

D- Launching activities Women’s Workplace Phase 2

2013 – Building of Women’s Workplace and Volunteer Home
2014 – Launching activities Women’s Workplace Phase 1; Kajsiab
Creations
2014 – Building Toilets Women’s Workplace
2014-2015 Launching activities Women’s Workplace Phase 2;
Kajsiab Creations, towards self sustainability
Project Kajsiab Laos
Kajsiab Laos is a grassroots Lao–Hmong Initiative, situated in Northern Laos, Bokeo
province.

Kajsiab Laos Mission Statement
Kajsiab aims to improve the lives of the mountain people by offering shelter and
information about health, gender issues and education, and offering informal trainings
and exchange of skills and culture between mountain people and volunteers.
Kajsiab seeks to empower the mountain people by offering new ways to generate an
income and new skills to remain self sustainable in the mountains, and seeks to improve
respect and knowledge between different cultures by offering cultural exchange
between mountain people and volunteers.

Kajsiab Vision
Kajsiab envisions a self sustainable and healthy community of women, men and children
who are culturally, socially, economicly and environmentally conscious and sustainable.

Kajsiab Core Values
Be the Change you wish to see in the World (G.) Team work, Integrity, Learning Growth
and Sustainability, Gender Equality, Non-violent communication, Honesty, Exchange and
Respect of each others cultural values and skills, Empowerment and Acknowledgementof
each individual soul (acceptance of the truth or existence of somebody, recognition of
the importance or quality of somebody)

Long Term Goal
Empowered Women and their families of the Mountains who are able to secure their
own food, nutrition and income at household level, who have various skills to ensure a
stable income, who have access to information and education and, as a result, with
respect for and focus on gender equality and cultural differences, are able to create a
healthy, happy and self-sustainable life .

Kajsiab Team
Kajsiab is founded by Lara picavet and Nzoua Vue. They run Kajsiab together with the
local Lao Hmong Community, Kajsiab Team. Kajsiab Team is owner of Kajsiab projects.
Kajsiab Team develops, manages, organises and runs the activities en takes all final
decisions in cooperation with Lara and Nzoua.

Kajsiab Team, Kajsiab Home residents and visitors, volunteers in Daauw Home en local
trainees from the mountains.

Project Kajsiab Laos Timeline
Kajsiab is active since 2009.
Stichting Kajsiab Laos is founded in 2010.
Kajsiab :
- 2010 Building of shelter Kajsiab Home
- 2010 Building of restaurant en Home stay Daauw Home for self sustainability
activities and traineeships local mountain people .
- 2010 Opening Woman Empowerment Shop
Kajsiab begins in 2010 with informal, safe, respectful cultural exchange between
volunteers and local mountainpeople.
- Kajsiab Home: informal information point in shelter (hygiëne, sexual education, vocal
training for visitors local hospital)
- Daauw Home: traineeships and informal workshops for local mountain people in Daauw
Home, both focussed on income generating skills to build up self sustainable future.
Income of Daauw Home goes to running costs Kajsiab Home and Daauw Home
-Woman Empowerment Shop; local women sell their handmade embroideries.

2010-2012 Kajsiab Cultural Exchange and Volunteering: Kajsiab builds in 2012 a
restaurant/meeting place with Woman Empowerment Shop where local residents,
visitors and volunteers can meet each other and learn from each other. Besides the
existing activities the Woman Empowerment Shop and activities are expanded, focussed
on new income sources for women.
2013 Kajsiab Villages: Kajsiab begins in 2013 with the first of the Village Projects: a
water system is built in one of the villages. In the future these projects will be
expanded with distribution of water filters, , solar systems, birth-kits and
books/library for children.
2013-2014 Kajsiab Creations: Kajsiab finishes the building of the Woman’s Workplace
in 2013. This is the beginning of Kajsiab Creations, handmade local products of the
women in the mountains of Laos.
- Traineeships mountain people
- Assistance of women after divorce, unbalance, drug abuse partner, illness of family
or child, partner in jail.
- Informal Workshops for income generating skills (f.e. guide, owner of shop home
stay, restaurant)
- Making local products to sell (embroideries, natural clothing, bamboo products,
natural soaps, coconutoils, giftcards, notebooks, home made pizza’s, chocolate spread,
bread, cakes, cookies with local ingredients, traditional medicine plants from own garden
- Work on the Organic Farm
- Cultural exchange women and volunteers
- assistance and informal training local mountain people
2014-2015 Kajsiab Creations Phase 2:Upcoming year we focus on expanding the
projects in the women’s workplace and Kajsiab Creations Phase 2: new activities for
the mountain people to empower theirselves to create a self sustainable future.
2014- 2015 Daauw Farm:Besides the existing organic gardens we are working on the
building up of a new Organic Farm and the expanding of the Traditional Medicine
Garden. We will fundraise tob e able to buy a piece of property to realise Daauw Farm;
an Organic Farm that will offer more traineeships and workshops to the mountain
people and more cultural exchnage between volunteers and mountainpeople. The food
distribution from Daauw Farm will be essential for Kajsiab Home and Daauw Home to
become fully self sustainable.

Results Kajsiab Creations, activities in the women’s workplace
Involvement & Self-reliance
The people involved in the implementation of projects and activities:
- Mountain People of Laos
- Kajsiab Team, Mountain People of Laos
- Volunteers from all over the world
- Lara Picavet and Nzoua Vue
Examples of results:

- Computer Classes(Zjong, Bounchan, Waa, Sja)
Last year we bought two new computers and fixed two second hand computers.
We are doing informal computer classes, by volunteers for the Kajsiab team or by the
Kajsiab Team for the mountain people who visit the shelter.
We are teaching and learning at the same time and have therefore a good balance
between mountain people among each other and the volunteers, without having a
hiërarchie.
The team is self-reliant in terms of offering and teaching/learning the mountain
population.
We also use the computer to make short movies, for example about hygiene, where
volunteers and the Kajsiab Team are shooting.
The other computer is mainly used for communication, administration and printing of
local products and flyers. Bounchan en Zjong are learning to answer e-mails, to print,
and basic administration skills.
The computers are being used to learn about other cultures and information. The
volunteers use the computer to help with administration, e-mails, printing,
communication, website and blogs.
- Fridge (Bounchan)
At first the Kajsiab Team had a very hard time to make the decision to buy a fridge and
to decide which one would be the best to meet Kajsiab’s needs. So it took a
while………….Kajsiab Vision: it is better to wait for a while and see how Kajsiab team
learns through the process than to push a decision through extrinsicly.
Finally Bounchan stepped forward to explain which fridge Kajsiab would need and why.
He became responsible and did a really good job. Afterwards he was proud he built up
enough confidence to make this decision.
- Paint (Zjong, Bounchan, Jaa)
Last year Kajsiab team held a few extra ordinary paint workshops. Out of the blue a
painter from New york showed up and did a few workshops, focussing on the Process,
not the result. This was an amazing experience for the women and children. The learned
painting does not always have to be about realism, but can be a free-your-mind
experience by painting a purple tiger. The mountain people learn from these lessons in
creativity to become more flexible and confident to see their own future with a wider
perspective.
A group of volunteers from England flourished Daauw Home with beautiful drawings of
flowers and texts. The girls at Kajsiab (teenagers) really enjoyed the process and
occasionally they even dared to help.
This project is in terms of building self esteem for the women, the girls and the
children very successful

In the light of these experiences, the Team decided to purchase more paint and
continue to do workshops with the volunteers. The team is self-reliant in terms of
offering and teaching/learning the mountain population.

- Natural Soap and Coconut Oil (Eve, Mike, Ing, Baauw, Jaa)
Eve and Mike a family who volunteered with their two children six months at Kajsiab
started with the introduction of the production and sales of Soap and Pure Coconut Oil.
In addition, they have helped with the improvement of Woman Empowerment shop and
to make the Shop more accessible for buyers of the local products. They also
introduced pizza, jewellry and notebooks. They have learned a lot about the local
culture and customs-on a deeper level than short-term volunteer-while living and
working together with Kajsiab team

They learned, among other things, why the locals feel less pressure to produce quickly,
how to live a more balanced life, with all the feelings we have, and without experiencing
stress. They have also learned why, if a tool is lost, this does not automatically mean
that it is stolen, but that there is a more community feeling at the mountain population,
whereby stuff can be borrowed without consultation and will also be put back again.
Food and eating together has many unwritten rules and as a foreigner is is almost
impossible to understand why and how and specificly why mountain people are so tender
in their emotions, but at the same time will never express their pain just to let go of
their own emotions. They rather choose to keep the balance in the group and let all live
with a balanced a good feeling about the moment.
Eve has learned a lot about the local plants from Zjong and Jay Hau and has emerged
into a sort of local doctor who combined Western medicine and aromatherapy and at
the end she was Jay Hau's (whose specialty naturopathy with the traditional Hmong
methods) first help.
Still now the mountain people who come to Kajsiab Home ask for her and she is missed
by all deeply for her personality and her skills.
From the beginning the Soap production encountered unforeseen problems and difficult
challenges.
First of all, it turned out that a member of the Kajsiab Team who had indicated he
wanted to learn Soap production, had problems with Mike because of cultural
differences. The Hmong population reacts completely different than a foreign person
and this caused wrong communications. However, after a month both had learned of this
and they learned to respect each other.
There were a lot of logistical problems, for example how to get the coconuts cheap and
how to obtain wrapping materials cheaply and locally.
After half a year are Eve and Mike left earlier than planned due to family
circumstances. That means that the Soap production, which they basically were planning
to accompany until the final stage, was only halfway through implementation process.

Kajsiab Team has held a meeting if she wanted to go through with the Soap production
or not. The Team has indicated that they see a lot of problems in the project as there
is a chemical process involved.
At Kajsiab Home 16 children are walking around and in the villages would, if the project
would be introduced, be many problems, as children, during the day, often stay in the
villages and take care of babies and little brothers or sisters. If the chemical powder
accidentally would come into contact with water, this could cause severe burns and
accidents.
However, the Team expressed that she wanted to go on with the production of coconut
oil, a long and laborious process, but logistically feasible for the mountain population in
terms of safety. We will, the upcoming years improve the method and try to bring about
a better supply of coconuts.
Eve and Mike have given so much of their own personality and their skills to Kajsiab and
we were all so sad they had to leave. They were the motor behind the improved Woman
Empowerment Shop, the new local products and their daily life as a family among the
mountain people taught the mountain people that we are all the same people, with
dreams and desires, with faults and mistakes, with love and tears.
We all hope that they, like we all have, have taken all they have learned with us with
them and that they will use it in their future life, because believing in one’s own soul and
acknowledge your own being is the one thing you need to make your dream come true,
for yourself and for your family.

It is very important to realize that this project is one where the mountain
population makes the final decisions. They eventually use the processes and
products to improve their living conditions and to build a self-sustaining future.
Sometimes this is difficult to do experience for volunteers who like to give the best
they have inside of them and occasionally forget that it eventually comes to the
objectives of the mountain population, not their own objectives or their desire to have a
great "travel-experience" and certainly not to have an ego to stroke "look, this is what I
did". All the volunteers in our project come here with the best intentions, but within a

very short time a mirror is been held up: are my intentions pure or is my ego coming
around the corner?
The vast majority of volunteers leave with a great feeling of unity and a very special
life experience. The unique life lessons the volunteers take with them into their own
future.
The volunteers give life lessons and knowledge to the mountain population, and a sense
of perseverance; everything is possible if only you want, if you try and you are not
afraid to fail 100 times before you have found the right way.
In addition, volunteers and mountain people get friendships for life. The tears are
there regularly at the departure of a volunteer.
The project as a whole would never be able to exist without the tremendous help
of many volunteers who have helped to build and develop Kajsiab and have enriched
Kajsiab with their skills, personality and commitment and friendship.

- Construction of the Women’s Workplace, the volunteer House, boxes and
bookshelves (Zauzong, Tsiasing, Bounchan, Hu, Tising, Nzoua, Nzau)
Why Kajsiab is so successful as a Project by and for the mountain population. The
boxes, storage cupboards and bookcase are needed for the many informal workshops
held in the woman place. This is the result. But the process itself is for Kajsiab just
as important or even more important than the result.
Everything in Daauw Home is created by the mountain people themselves. If Kajsiab
needs a professional product, house, toilet or terrace, we would have to hire a company
of the city, the Laotian city population, who’s workers are very skilled and have had a
formal education. However, Kajsiab, in line with her objectives, will only hire of people
from the mountains. For example, Kajsiab takes two people as paid trainees and the
people learn during their internship to build houses, toilets, boxes and bookcases. A
result is that it sometimes takes a while before the product is finished because of
ceremonies at their own villages or work at the ricefield, or that something built wrong
and we have to start building again from scratch. At such a time it is important
(especially for our Western volunteers) to realize that Kajsiab work lays in the process
itself. It would seem that all the work is done for nothing, but this is not true; the
mountain population has learned an important lesson. So ... .... the bookcase is divided
into pieces of three cabinets, the boxes are a mix of box and seating for children and
turned out to be too small for the women, and the table that was made, turned out just
right for the women to sit while they were working on their embroideries. The result is
surprising and fits in the end exactly, the process was excellent.
Tsiasing, Jaa, Nzau, Bounchan en Nzoua have learned a lot by all this work, how to
prepare a construction project, how to organize, manage, how to do the job
yourself and how to work with volunteers and mountain population.

Additional example:
Last summer the toilets of the woman place were just being built. Volunteers walked
inside the little room and what happened? ... ... the toilet itself was placed 10 cm from
the wall ...... in the front. The man who has built this toilet was a trainee for three
months at Kajsiab. His wife has had three children in two years (!). She is 18 years now.
The man, Hu, is still very young and had in fact few skills except work in the rice field
build bamboo houses in the mountains. At Kajsiab, Hu has learned a lot. He has built a
wooden house, a terrace, a stay for volunteers, two roofs (first mistake with cement
between the roof coverings, fixed this when it turned out that everything was leaking
through) and toilets. He proposed to change the toilet and replaced all of the roof
under guidance of Nzoua.
After three monthsof living with the Kajsiab Team (the mountain population itself!), Hu
also learned a lot about family planning and sexual education, how to communicate in a
relationship, how to feed your children with nutricious meals and how to raise children
in a non-violent way. Hu has indicated that he and his wife wanted a coil for his wife for
contraception. Hu decided he wanted to use his salary for this and asked if we wanted
to help them (with communication in Thailand hospital). So it happened.
Now, Hu and his wife with their three children are working on a self-sufficient
future, with their lasting skills in working- and private life and with a constructive
solution for family planning.
Workshops
-Soap and Coconut oils(E, M; details see above)
-Hygiene (two Australian Sisters of 50 years and a few months later four Swiss
medicine students)
The workshops on hygiene are a success. There are games held with the children about
teeth brushing and hand washing, there are playful movies made and there is an ongoing
informal exchange about hygiene and health.

-Unexpected development: Kajsiab Team introduced workshops traditional Tofu and
Rice bread, in the revival of old environmental friendly organic methods of producing
food. This came from the exploratory workshop of Solar Cooking.
-These workshops will upcoming year become more efficient and the Team itself wants
to schedule a workshop about every week.
-Pizza (E, M, two Italian volunteers, Zjong, Nai, B, J, Ing)
The homemade round oven made of stone and clay is according to the Kajsiab team the
most successful project of the year. E, M and two Italian volunteers started building
and within a very short time, Kajsiab Team helped enthusiastically - with an idea of
"what should that be……that will not work, will it?".
Then it DID work, it worked so well and the whole Team was very proud. The volunteers
started making own pizza dough, bread dough and cookies/cake and pie dough. After a
little awkward beginning (the weighing of the ingredients was a very big step for the
mountain population) the volunteers for a week and the Kajsiab Team saw her
opportunity to try ..... and sure enough, it worked! They are very excited, make many
delicious products and immediately put pizza on the menu of the restaurant. Meanwhile,
Daauw Home restaurant is well known in Luang Prabang and Thailand for their delicious
pure homemade pizzas.
Zjong has been named Pizza-Queen.

-Jewelry (E, M, J)
E and M have together with two volunteers from Canada introduced the making of
jewelry after a surplus of coconuts due to the coconut oil production.
Jaa, who did not like making Soap, threw himself on this project and along with the
other mountain people spent many afternoons sitting together and chatting about all
kinds of subjects with the volunteers during the making of the jewelry.
After the departure of the volunteers The Kajsiab team decided to make it a
weekly workshop with Jaa.
-Coconut oil (Nochoua, B Siiwaa, B, Paulo volunteers)
Upcoming year Nochoua will deal with the coconut supply from the mountain villages and
several volunteers with interns in the Kajsiab Team will work on production and sales. B
Paulo, the wife of Nochoua will direct the production.
-Notebooks, postcards, drawings & photos on postcards
The notebooks are very popular with travelers and Kajsiab Team takes care of the
whole production and printing. The mountain population has indicated that this upcoming
year they also want to add their own traditional quotes!
-Embroidery, home-made clothes with traditional embroidery (B Paulo, Ing, Zjong,
volunteers, mountain population)

In addition to jewelry making, there is also a weekly workshop "embroiderwork using the
old tradition". A modern Touch is added at by volunteers. This makes the workshop a
vibrant process with Exchange of skills between volunteers and mountain population. B
Paulo is leading the workshops. She also manages the administration book, in which she
keeps track of the embroidery work from the women in the villages

-Cookies, bread, cakes, chocolate spread (B Siiwaa, Zjong, volunteers)
After introduction of the home made cookies and cake by different volunteers, Baauw
Siiwaa, Zjong are passionately working in their home style bakery. They are still
learning from new volunteers and also run workshops for volunteers who have never
baked with a round stone/clay oven.
-Honey and beekeeping, rice bread making in the traditional way, tofu making with
traditional methods (Jay Hau, Nosing Vue, mountain population)
This workshop held by the mountain population (elderly) for volunteers and young
mountain population, will be repeated in the future and maybe the team will decide to
produce honey and bees themselves. Making rice bread and tofu in the future will be
done on Daauw Farm, the organic farm which will be set up to make Kajsiab more selfsufficient and to have more opportunities for exchange and cooperation between
volunteers and mountain population

-Further one- or multiple workshops held last year are: glass blowing, Traditional
mountain style roof building, making movies, interviewing, possibilities goat cheese
brainstorming sessions, traditional Medicine plants explanation, growing and application,
growing rice and vegetables and harvesting mountain style , collecting and cutting fire
wood mountain style, editing photos, editing movies, printing (Zjong, Bounchan, Baauw, 2
(Australian sisters, 4 Swiss students, E, M, Jay Hau, Nosing Vue, Nochoua, many (50100) volunteers from different countries)
- Books: health care, English lessons, administration, Laotian rules, cooking with solar
panels, traditional medicine, business administration, Soap and coconut oil, Lao-English
books, Alternative Environmental friendly construction methods, Yoga, Computer
lessons, Perma Culture.

1.2 Financial results
What financial goals are achieved and which are not?
Last year, Kajsiab started the activities and workshops around the woman place.
In October, November and December the preparations were done and weekly try-out
workshops were held. In January, the woman place officially opened. After a half year
test run we reached a number of conclusions.
-The women’s Workplace has a lot of potential, but there is still a lot of tryout and
finding the right methods to be done in terms of production, decisions, local products
and in terms of cooperation with the mountain villages on one side and the Kajsiab team
on the other side.
For example: we got a number of orders for embroideries, which the women in the
mountains could not make exactly like the buyer wanted. Now we will try a different
approach: women from the mountains make the patterns according to their own
traditional methods and once these patterns come in the Women’s Workplace the
trainees (mountain people) will sew the patterns to pillows or towels with the sizes and
conditions of the order.
-There are not enough funds raised last year to cover runningcosts of the women’s
workplace and it twill take still a few years until full self-sufficiency. Therefore we
have a financial shortage.
-The financial pressure last year became bigger, not only at the women’s workplace but
also at Kajsiab Home. Daauw Home (Home Stay and restaurant) can only cover the costs
up to 60 percent.
When Daauw Farm, the Organic farm will open, food will come from there and more
costs will be covered.
In addition, once the local products are produced better and more efficiently, the rest
of the costs are taken care of.
The plan is to raise funds to purchase sewing machines, among other things, a t-shirt
printer and a film camera
Before the launching of Daauw Farm, Organic Farm, we want to raise a fund to purchase
land, buildings and toilets. Then the Hmong population withtheir excellent knowledge
and skills fort his purpose will build a traditional old-style Organic farm and rice field.
The food will go to Daauw Home, Kajsiab Home and Kajsiab Creations.
Kajsiab Team came up with a number of solutions. The largest contribution, of course,
was the idea of building an Organic Farm. In addition, they came up with the following
solutions: Tshirt design and printing, develop own clothing line with self-produced
substance from the villages, tofu and rice bread making, keep chickens and fish,
traditional jewelry on the old way, cow project and possible future keep goats.

Ultimately, decisions come intrinsically from the hearts of the mountain people.
We can not push something from the outside with the result that a deadline has
been met, but the project eventually will die because of a lack of passion and
confidence. The key to success of Kajsiab is this absence of
foreign/Western pressure to get ideas off the ground.
An example: the Organic Farm:
The idea of an Organic farm was already from the very beginning of Kajsiab present in
the sketches of Lara. Because there has not been any action from the mountain
population so far nothing has been done with the idea. Until last year at a meeting the
mountain people came with this proposal to Lara and Nzoua; "we need to build a
traditional Old-Style farm fully Organic!" That was the beginning of Daauw Organic
Farm Idea; to cover the 40 percent that we still not self-sufficient with food supply
and at the same time an opportunity for mountain people and volunteers to exchange
culture and knowledge like in Daauw Home. The project proposal is now ready, 80
percent of the costs goes to the purchase of the piece of land that is needed.
Additional explanation Kajsiab and the current financial pressure
Kajsiab's goal is to become fully self-sufficient; Kajsiab Home and Kajsiab Creations
should be able to cover running costs with the earnings of Daauw Home and Farm.
Kajsiab Foundation will exist as long as Kajsiab is not yet self-sufficient.
Kajsiab Foundation, consisting of approximately 6 voluntary members of the mountain
population, has completely voluntarily, without personal income, grant or salary from the
outside or help from any organization or institution helped to build up Kajsiab. Kajsiab
Foundation has put money in all parts where Kajsiab was not yet self-sufficient so far.
Kajsiab is now blossoming and Kajsiab Foundation is about to drown.
A solution for Kajsiab Foundation would be: new fund for Kajsiab Fundament
sponsorship up to the year 2020 to cover basic needs of the members and a fund
for special projects within Kajsiab (for example: structure of organic farm, solar
panels, toilets, distribution water filters in villages, mobile library children in the
villages)
Every sponsor can monthly 10 euro on the account for this Fund. Anybody who
wants to be part of this Fund can go to the website and monthly donate 10 euro
with a few clicks on the donation page; www.projectkajsiablaos.org

1.3 Donations
1-Women’s Work place and Volunteers stay
Wood and tools:Rabobank Share4More in 2012 and Emmaus Bilthoven in 2013
Woman place and volunteers stay completed
2-first period start up activities in 2013
Education Material: Rabobank Share4More
Toilets: Pearl Opticiens Hulst
Running costs: volunteers and individuals
Soap materials; aromas: E and M
Other volunteers donated:
Extra pots paint, a refrigerator for walk-in house, a second hand camera, interior
materials for the bungalows, by family of M a materials kit for making jewelry, by a
visitor about twenty small reading project books Big Brother Mouse in Laos, and by
several volunteers crayons and markers for making drawings, postcards and notebooks)
Project first period activities completed
3-second period startup start up activities
Materials: Emmaus bilthoven in 2014
Running costs: volunteers and individuals
Sewing machine: a friend of Kajsiab
Beginning of the preparations of the clothing line and the trainings and workshops
sewing
Project second period activities still runs on, expected completion summer 2015
Summary:
Project Kajsiab Laos will be working upcoming year on:
Kajsiab Creations; Phase 2 start up activities
Daauw Farm; Organic farm to create internships and cultural exchange and to support
selfsufficiency Kajsiab
Kajsiab Roots Foundation; raise funds for the Fundament of Kajsiab; an amount of 10
euro to support Kajsiab on its way to self sustainability
Fundraising for setting up clothing line Kajsiab, for sewing machines and t-shirt printer
and running costs for the women’s Workplace place, renovation kitchen and walk-in
house, building of two traditional houses and construction toilets
The entire Kajsiab team thanks all of our sponsors for your continued support and
encouragement during the challenging and sometimes very heavy road we travel to make
Kajsiab a project that the mountain population owns, develops, runs and leads, and that
is on its way to become fully self-sufficient, all achieved by the target group itself.
Warm greetings from Laos Kajsiab team
Contactperson: Lara Picavet
E-mail: projectkajsiablaos@gmail.com
Facebook: Project Kajsiab Laos
Website and donation page: www.projectkajsiablaos.org

Stichting Kajsiab, Rabobank Hulst, accountnumber 1408 07 810

Filmpjes, blogs en artikelen
1-Link general Movie
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QaH97e4VNBY
2-Link Kajsiab and the projects
http://youtu.be/vBaL8pmUwk8
3-Link Daauw Home and its residents
http://vimeo.com/88569046
Blog Volunteer and movie Tuk Tuk Educatie Project
http://hobolife.co.uk/blog/daauw-home
Article Tigertrail – Fair Trek
http://explore-laos.com/project-kajsiab-helping-women-and-children-in-bokeoprovince-laos/
Explore Laos – Alec Connon
http://explore-laos.com/volunteer-in-laos-kajsiab-project/

